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Abstract

3. Results

We present an open access large scale analytics
platform that helps researchers analyze MOOC data
from multiple platforms without the need to share the
data.
The platform allows researchers to share their scripts
and effort, compare results and attempts to engage
the community to achieve shared educational science
goals.
We demonstrate the platforms capability by analyzing
data from two MOOCs, one from Coursera (offered by
Stanford University) and one from edX (offered by
MITx).

1. Introduction / Motivation
Conducting MOOC research with one or multiple
platforms' behavioral data, or interacting with the data
in even simple ways is an overwhelming challenge.

Left plot shows the colored plot for the ratio of certificate winners to the number of registrants on a
per country basis for the course offered via Coursera. Right plot shows the colored plot for the ratio
of certificate winners to the number of registrants on a per country basis for 6.002x offered via edX
platform.

2. MOOCdb schema

Example of interactive visual analytics for data from a MITx course offered on the edX
platform and a Stanford course offered via Coursera platforms. Left plot shows the number
of observing events by day for the Stanford course. Right plot shows the number of
observing events by day for the MITx course.

Differences in relative use of resources by
students that got different grades
(left: Coursera ; right: edX)

Analysis of the duration spent on resource type by country
and grade based student cohorts for the Coursera course
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Differences in relative use of resources by students
from different countries.
(left: Coursera ; right: edX)

Analysis of the duration spent on resource type by country
and grade based student cohorts for the edX course

